
GIRLS TIME
POETRY 
via COVID 19



From March 2020 the world was frozen to a stand still by the
Coronavirus Pandemic, a frightening and unprecedented time
for everyone. For young people the world became especially
uncertain as institutions of education closed their doors and

they found themselves trying to access their education
on-line whilst at home in an endless lockdown. 

Youth Engagement Solutions Ltd is based in Brent, London,
they decided it was a good time to engage their girls group
of 14-17 year olds through creativity. This on-line creative

engagement ran over five weeks using discussion; reflection,
critical thinking, reading and visual stimulus, facilitated

by KORI Youth Charity. However, the talent and intelligence
that shines through these exceptional poems that the

girls chose to share with us, is all theirs. 



words by

Sian



FROM MY WINDOW
Finally, the kids dream has come true

there’s no more going into school
The morning panic and the morning rush 

No longer a part of the schedule
Instead we follow the new online module

No longer do I hear the swooshing of the net
Nor the connection of the ball

No longer do I see the neighbour's kids
Running around knocking on people's doors

Society has ceased, but the heroes are still at work
Dressed in scrubs, and uniforms

Trying to prevent us from ending up in a hearse
But we still have a few

Who want to play with their life
Becoming a pawn in the chess game we call life

As I look out the window
No one is around

Forced into submission
Because aunt Rona is around

Sian



SCHOOL
School we all have to go to one, so we assume

beneath the hubbub and chatter, of wild crazed teens
the walls whisper, spreading tales of the innovators 
inventors and heroes who roamed these corridors

We all know our morning route
Some hop in the car, or jump on the bus, and for some a simple stroll

The morning rush to get to school
A nightmare for some, but another one's dream

The other walks for hours, as the soles of their feet burn
As the suns harsh rays attack their delicate heads

On other days it’s the relentless rain
But all the same they make the essential journey

We all remember the lunchtime rush, the stampede of feet
Survival of the fittest they say, all for that beloved pepperoni panini

Or for some the chance to get the steaming beef patties 
Others just want some crackers and cheese

Despite the amount they're still content
They all crave the heat the pot brings 

as the aroma of fragrant rice becomes strong in the air
For some this will be the only meal, yet they still smile

As others can already taste the sweet plantain, cassavas and cocoyam's
Brought together by their mother's love



The sour smell of old cardboard, clouds their bored minds
All the while the history teacher drones on, speaking of battles great and small

The maths teacher tries to contain the rowdy bunch, hoping they’ll see the importance
The importance of the long six hours of the day we call school

They stare attentively at the board, ready to become something big
like sponges soaking up the new information, taking down every note

Even in the suffocating heat, they want to be here
Grateful for the small six hours they call school

It’s the end of the day now, for some this is heaven
The hilarious journey back home, beneath the wondrous heat

As the cool breeze, dances along their skin
Laughing at the jokes the next one speaks

As the others too journey home, the glare of the sun increases 
Heat wickedly dancing along their arms

The rush of blood to the ears, the pounding of the heart
As the distinct sounds of gunfire is heard

All the same they make this treacherous journey
To a place we call school

Sian



MEMORIES
Old and tattered not from abuse but from overuse. Dog ears

from excessive folding, revealing yellowing pages, filled with words, words that
dance along the page, proudly telling tales both long and forgotten. The once bold
and strong is now beginning to fade much like our old ways, yet they still stand in

strong contrast much like our memories that will never fade. The old language bold
in it stance and the delicate swirls which sings songs of the old, words so 

great and so bold.

Unlike my other books this told tales of the old days, handwritten from the love of a grandfather.
Colours and words engulfing, yellow are the pages, pages which link together in perfect harmony

allowing me to see battles of the old, and hear the cry of the Kamajo’s, followed by the sharp flute and
pounding of the drums. This book was the expression of love and hope that we would not lose our tradition, 
especially in a world in which we were berated for our culture, taught by the oppressors it was wrong. But

now I hold this sacred book, one which holds powers, power which I vow to spread on. 
Sian



HUMAN CREATURES
The sun shone harshly on their helmets, as sweat ran down their faces, their

suits suffocating as they prowled the streets, surveying any suspicious activities.
Bred to hunt and kill, kill or be killed, on the front-line defending queen and

country, they moved as a pack. They had the prowess of a lioness out to hunt, 
Unlike, the hereditary nobility whom had no monopoly of skill and prowess
in war. Bullets sliced through the air whizzing above their heads, as eyes 

brimmed with the patriotic tear, they could only hope their mission was
successful. The cold clock work of the ministry, they stood to defend; it

was a losing battle, no matter what they did they would not receive the 
reward. It was the blemished work of the government which led them into 

this predicament. 

The so-called parliament, over run by magpies. They settle into a 
nest in other words society, getting comfortable until they strike 

pushing the original chick out of the nest.



They were to run as a democratic society, acting as representatives, but one should 
question how can a government overrun by old white men be a true representation 
the country. Like the primates they are they sit the Houses of Parliament debating
the matters at hand, eating out of the hand of the man they call Blaire. Tony Blaire is

a charismatic man, when playing his cards right he can influence the whole
crowd, he controls society, whether they accept it or not. For him it’s easier

to control the workforce’s, the NHS, the Ministry of Defence, TFL, all working
like a colony of bees, ensuring the country runs. Unfortunately for him their 
unions hold a great amount of power and when underestimated release

a powerful sting.

Down the hierarchy the the young flourish, they grow and learn with
the experiences of the new, the great and the old. Planning an
uprising, one in which they will no longer be overlooked, they

would have the right to vote.



They are shaped by the ever changing society and will be the new leaders
of tomorrow, within the classroom you can see the future alphas, as well as the

future jackals who will cause the disruption of the working world as well as for the 
small runts of the litter. A runt who will lead a revolution, one which cause great 
change. It would be those who unite that will be deemed unworthy by a society

of sheep.  
Sian



words by

Hanisha



FROM MY WINDOW
From my window I can see a street 

Empty of cars 
I can see shut windows 

Curtains drawn 

From my window I can see springs arrival
Trees growing leaves, green and fresh 

I can see a glaring sun 
A hundred reflections 

From my window I can taste grass in the air 
Freshly cut 

I can smell aromatic flowers 
And sizzling barbecues 

From my window I can hear the chatter of people 
Walking and talking without any cares 

I can hear the lively music
From every other garden 

From my window I can see a country in lock down 
Isolated and separated from everything else 

I can see an approaching summer 
waiting to be lived 

Hanisha



SCHOOL
School, a visual representation

of multiple generations 
A place familiar to everybody

But different for every individual 

School, a birthplace for our important memories 
Friends, fights, achievements and struggles 

School, its unforgettable smell
Like a dusty attic 

School, the foundation of our future 
Education, skills, values and friendships for life 

School, strict but successful
An army routine 

School, always bustling 
Like a busy market 

School, a place of countless mistakes 
Resilience, learning and development 

School, a place breathing ink
And eating paper 

School, a place we hate when we're there 
And now miss that we're not 

Hanisha  



MEMORIES
The toy box in the corner of the living room, forgotten, dusty but full of
games. Its white cushion, older than a decade and teddy bears sat on it

untouched until a younger cousin might come around. It barely reaches the height
of my knees now and holds more than just games; it holds countless memories,

imagination and fun.

All the photos in my house tell a different story. All of them have different borders. Some
of them metal, cardboard, colourful or wooden. All of them have pictures with friends and

family, childhood memories and reminders of events. The pictures in my house remind me of happy
times and in each one I can feel the love from my family and friends.

My board game collection is big. It has hand me down board games, with broken bits and pieces lost. It
has my favourite game- Monopoly, even if the box cover is sellotaped together and the dice that I use is
never the one that came with the box. My board game collection resembles memories, hours of playing

with my family and friends and emotion from the competition. It holds the anger of the loser, who flips the 
board over and scatters money and pieces in every direction and the boasting of the winner who secretly

stole money from the bank.



All my hand me down clothes and books lay sat around in various
corners of my room. I’ve received baggy 90s clothing from the eldest of my

cousins and sometimes clothing too big for me, which I’ll apparently ‘grow into’. My
hand me down books include some from 30 years ago and some from before that.

I have books with scribbles and names of older cousins, aunts and uncles, some
with covers slightly ripped, pages missing and artistic designs showing their childhood.

Hanisha



HUMAN CREATURES
I walk through the streets of the city, tall, high rise buildings in the centre, cramped

flats just outside and comfortable, large suburban houses on the outskirts. In the 
centre of this hierarchical society and city, monkeys standing tall and presenting 

long, boring speeches or fighting and arguing with one another for the position of 
power. Crowds of sheep look on this drama, chattering and talking between 

themselves, looking upon the monkeys in awe. 

Behind the scenes the story is different, foxes hiding in the shadows, unseen, 
plotting crime. The brave and majestic lions are the only ones to face them 
and search for these sly animals to protect society and put them away.

As I leave the centre of the city I see dogs: everywhere, loyal and 
hardworking. Going to and from their place of work back to where 

they live. They lead a simple life without any disruptions, without 
any action but they are happy with what they have, ignorant of

others’ problems. 



 However, amongst them live the snow leopards, quiet until questioned, hidden
amongst the crowd: treated differently. The snow leopards toil away with the rest of 

them but face the inequality of being different.

Finally, I reached the outskirts of the city, here it’s quiet, almost unnatural for
daytime. Everyone should be at work or school but no one is. Inside every house 

the sloth’s lie asleep; always asleep. Nobody bothers them and they don’t
move, ever, for anyone else. The sloths only move for themselves and only if

they have to. They are the bottom of society, giving nothing back to it. They 
are a breed of species ignored by everyone else, they have nothing but the 

house they live in; they need nothing else.

As I see the truth of this city I realise it’s going to change, sooner or later,
this whole city will be turned on its head. Nothing will be the same.

Hanisha



words by
Marianne



FROM MY WINDOW
The featureless vertical lies

Symbolise the power of the feared leaders
The extent of the power, which is unshaken by the nation

Or maybe the scratchy lines forming the horizon
The ones, which indicate not one feeling of rest or repose

Solidarity not within society but within the individuals who govern it

Darkened buildings, which serve as a focus on the hero’s of the city
They dress in white

Sharp shifting tone revealing our conflict with you
You neither bring us together nor do you divide us

All you do is hide from us…

An angular form which is now broken
Ideas that the overuse of structure is breaking us further

The depth created within me
Which is being normalised by society

Cold colour schemes; a lack of light
A sober mood with no peace
You wanted to get rid of us

Yet now you portray us as victorious
Could it be that hope is being lost?

Rough texture of trauma imprinted on us
It’s all conveyed through the colours and 2 dimensional motions

This piece is upside down
Are we on the outside looking in or on the inside looking out?

To a close angled structure which tells me
Perfect people don’t exist so don’t pretend to be one

Marianne



SCHOOL
The air feels fresh, no longer poisoned by the sweet sent of deodorant and sweat

The smell which you battle to get through in p.m reg
Just 10 minutes.

The feeling of suffocation of people who have entrapped you in a 9-3 schedule

Just like a mental asylum, I hear the screams of hell
The further I walk in, the louder they get

Sounds like people trying to escape from their minds

This prison built upon a foundation of lies
Of crushed dreams mixed together with the taste of Lynx Africa 

This is how the structure is maintained

The amazing encouragement the teachers give is a sight to see
One which is non-existent

One which introduces students to hate, depression and the brutality of never being truly happy

But now its different right? The air feels fresh…

But the look of dreams being crushed all around me still keeps me up at night wondering
Wondering how it’s possible to measure my future’s success based on an exam that I will sit 

through without knowing the context to

But it’s okay now. It’s just my future. Not theirs
Marianne



MEMORIES
As I glance at my desk the bright colours of purple and green catch my eye

and I smile to myself at the sound of my brother’s frustrated complaints. Only a
few moments earlier had I snuck into his room and successfully taken what’s

rightfully mine. Even though its sweets taste still lingers in my mouth all I could wish
for is that the packet would refill. Looking down at the packet, I quietly laugh to

myself as I read the name of the sweets. Aladdin’s.

As I slip on the washing up gloves, I think back to the hands of a 5 year old that was once in them.
I had asked him to wash the vegetables yet when I tasted one, it tasted purely of washing up soap.

The thought of him in oversized gloves leaning over the sink and pouring soap upon the food in hopes
to clean it was quite the amusement. A little man trying to get around in a big world starting off with trying

to fit into a pair of washing up gloves.

As the bristles brush against the floor I pushed the broom around rhythmically while humming to a soft tune.
My very first dancing partner to practice for classes. Even though admittedly, it wasn’t my best partner, it was 

still always a pleasure to have danced with my own ethereal beauty.

Its funny to think now that the delicate ends of a paintbrush followed by the fine wood for a handle
could be preserved as a weapon. The sound of their nails scattering across the wooden floor was
amusing as the paint dripped from the brush wherever I followed them. They playfully barked in

response and yelped as we ran around the house like a pair of maniacs chasing one another,
only that I was the one doing the chasing. Their fur had turned from a beautiful golden

to white and clumpy and in my victory I had spread the paint while laughing
and ruffling their fur.

Marianne



HUMAN CREATURES
It's a small world of chaos, slowly killing itself while desperately finding a way of 
clawing itself out from the grave it had dug for itself. It used to be a simple world 

where the alpha wolf would rule over the land, standing behind the crows and
supporting them in their health and needs. 

Where the crows would walk and favoured, the alpha supported them and 
would see to it; the crown on his head held up with pride. The crows lived
in harmony alongside the hares that would occasionally support their

community, and the hard working horses. But the world went up in flames 
when the crows all gathered by the alphas palace, bringing their bad omens 

with them, replacing a monarch with a party of cone snails.

Their slimy trails cover all the good in their path, coating their slowly 
drowning society in its venomous ways. Slowly, but deadly,

cornering some of the crows, taunting them with what they need 
and don't need, how they should be and how the world should

roll until its all a crow can mimic.



In a dying world, it's the horses that are taunted and disgraced by the small but
innocent looking hares. After the party of cone snails took a hold of control it was
the hares that were quick to jump to the idea of creating a difference in status and 
privileges. After all, the alpha had treated everyone as equal but it was the hare's 
impatience to be recognised for its assets that led to their willingness towards 

the cone snails. 

They were quick to abandon the crows and horses, letting the horses carry 
the weight of the labour work, shooting them when they no longer were able 

to work. While some crows shouted in the horses’ defence, others cowardly 
imitated the hare's fortune, hoping to be recognised as a friend

rather than as another minority alongside the horses. 
Marianne  
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